TTOP40 - Metal Table Top
Metal Table Tops are available in 18 powder coat
colors, to match or complement your cabinets.
Our Metal Table Top features a one inch overhang on
all sides and is used with cabinets or stacks of cabinets
placed back-to-back. The top drops down over the
cabinets for a snug fit that keeps everything together
and adds virtually no height to the setup.
Whether you are looking to create a coffee table with
incredible storage opportunities or the ultimate 'island'
style setup, this is your top.
TTOP40 makes a great coffee table. Simply choose two
cabinets and put them back to back. The top drops
down over the cabinets and holds them together. Run
out of space for your CDs and DVDs? It is perfect for
your remotes, magazines, wireless game controllers,
photo albums, or anything else you need to store!
How About A Storage Island Work Station?
Gather ‘round. This TTOP40 will cap off an incredible storage
opportunity. Stack cabinets together with a TTOP40 over them and
you get massive storage plus a stand up conference center. And
whatever supplies you need are right there. Need a file? Here it is.
Whatever you want wherever you want it.
An Island Paradise You Get To Hang Out At
Choose your modules around your needs. Get out your wish list and
design a power work center for everything and everyone. It wouldn’t
be paradise if you didn’t get to design it module by module.

Choose from a huge array of modules
This setup pictured above tops out at 37 inches. 35” without the 2” legs. The
other side could have any 14.5” cabinet and any 20.5” cabinet - or it could have
one CABDR35 which is also 35 inches in height. Go Configure!

CABDR35

Stack one cabinet from
each row to reach a
comfortable 35-inch
overall height.
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FEATURES
- Tops are recess custom fitted - no installation required
- Construction: 18 ga cold rolled steel

- Transfers the weight of heavy objects to the cabinet frame
- Metal Tops add no height to setups - metal thickness only
- Finish: Baked on powder coat, available in 18 colors.
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